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STRONG Its durability makes it a good choice for high traffic hotels, apartments, 

commercial and of course residential applications.

SOFT It feels like real textile and provides a soft and comfortable feeling.

EASY It is easy to apply. Furthermore it is much easier to clean and maintain

than carpets.

SAFE It is flame resistant and it has much better anti-slip properties 

than a wooden or marble floor.  It can be used unbacked where appropriate

or backed for strength and better anti-slip characteristics, or treated

for special applications. The backings can be used to create more durable,

flame resistant fabrics with different degrees of breathability. The vinyl’s DNA

is antibacterial. 

QUIET It is sound absorbing so you will enjoy the sound of silence

at work or rest.

FRIENDLY It keeps your place at the desired temperature for a longer time.

PERFECT It can be used indoors or outdoors according to your desires.

FADELESS It is available in a wide range of colours. Moreover it is solution dyed,

meaning that the colour is created in the solution before the fibres are extruded.

This provides the ultimate long lasting colour and unsurpassed colour life 

against fading.

TAILORED You can make your own design and colours with a minimum

order of 1000 m2.

The innovative vinyl floor material designed to make you feel   

comfortable. The total production process uses low temperatures  

and nearly zero water.  All excess material created during production

can be recycled. Because, we care about the environment as much

as we care for your convenience.

WISE is the ideal woven vinyl fabric floor, that will cover your flooring

needs for good! It is the best alternative to traditional  carpets, wooden

and marble floors, because it offers so much more.
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VOLUME 1

WISE COLLECTION

STRIPES COL 1

FISHBONE COL 1

FISHBONE COL2 FISHBONE COL 4

PLAINS COL 1 PLAINS COL 2 PLAINS COL 3

FISHBONE COL 3

STRIPES COL 4 STRIPES COL 5

STRIPES COL 2 STRIPES COL 3

*Our standar collection is a selection of 33 articles available in all three qualities (surface, wallcovering, flooring) total of 99 SKU.



PLAINS COL 4

STRUCTURES COL 1 STRUCTURES COL 4

STRUCTURES COL 2

STRUCTURES COL 6 STRUCTURES COL 7 STRUCTURES COL 8

STRUCTURES COL 5STRUCTURES COL 3

PLAINS COL 5

PLAINS COL 6 DESIGNS COL 1

VOLUME 1



PLAINS COL 7

DESIGNS COL 3

PLAINS COL 8DESIGNS COL 2

STRIPES COL 6PLAINS COL 9

STRIPES COL 8STRIPES COL 7 STRIPES COL 9

VOLUME 2



This is a printed design on article PLAIN COL 1



For more options on CANVAS COLLECTION check on www.wisefloor.com

Unlimited freedom in color and design! That is the power of

WISE! High-tech woven vinyl flooring, wall-covering and surface,

available with digital printing. Decorative and functional designs,

special patterns, logos, color gradients... with WISE a new dimension

in flooring, is now possible! In accordance with the standards of the

highest quality and according to your specifications, with a width of 2 m.

Just give us your CMYK and print your dreams!

For more options on CANVAS COLLECTION check on www.wisefloor.com





Introduction

The weave of wise will not run parallel to the cut edge, therefore any wave, bow or skew

in the products is normal due to the way of woven. The tolerance for bow and skew is max 3,8 cm 

(1,5 width) or 5cm (2m width) in either direction. Some patterns will also exhibit a light and dark 

shading in the material, that is also normal. This shading is also evident at the seams where

two pieces of the same style may have a different shade.

You may find some white threads going out of border, this normal occurrence, simply cut them

with a scissor, it will not affect product quality and total appearance.

Installation

Sub floor preparation: The floor need to be clean, no crack and oil stain free, pressure 

resistant and durable dry. Appropriate preparation is essential for a good result. The surface 

is treated with a primer, followed by the application of a leveling compound. This compound

is grinded and vacuum cleaned. Take heed, depending on the construction of the floor,

of the allowed residual humidity and possible rising moisture. If necessary, apply a damp screen.  

Floor preparation: Roll the wise floor covering out, overlapping for about 5 cm and leave 

24h to acclimatize. Always lay all the rolls in the same direction. Avoid crosscut seams and use 

transition profiles if this can not be prevented.  When laying several rolls in the same room,

the rolls must be the same batch. To obtain the best results, 48 acclimatization is advised

and during installation the temperature should not be lower than 15 degrees Celsius and relative 

humidity not higher than 80%.

Seams: To cut the seams, trim the first carpet lane 2mm from a line or the trip

of the design with a straightedge. The first lane is laid over the second lane and serves, as after 

matching the design, as a guide to cut the second lane and serves, after matching the design,

as a guide to cut the second strip. Seams in references with an all over design can be double cut.  

Adhesive application: The carpet is to be bonded to the entire surface using suggested glue. 

Certain glues cause plasticizer migration often resulting in claims; these are not covered by our 

warranty. Respect the handling instructions of the manufacturer or contact your supplier. 

Fold the lanes back over half of their length or (width) draw a line as start for the glue application. 

Lay the floor in the wet glue and rub with a cork beam from the center to the edges to remove all 

air bubbles. It is important to seal the seams very well. During the drying time of the glue indoor 

conditions have to remain stable. 

Welding of the seams (joints) :

It is necessary to weld the seams, we suggest to use a cold welding system

of the Werner Mueller brand, type A.

Initial use: It is advised not use the floor covering before the glue has hardened completely. 

During the drying time of the glue indoor conditions have to remain stable. It is  absolutely 

necessary cover the floor immediately after it installation to prevent soiling and damage.

After 12 hours start initial cleaning  

After 24 hours start simple traffic

After 48 hours start loading with furniture

WISE IS SAFE



Cleaning

Cleaning after installation

After laying: Construction dust (sand gypsum) is very abrasive. It should be removed to avoid 

the danger of creating premature walking lanes. After vacuum cleaning, the whole surface is wet 

cleaned with an injection extraction machine. 

For soil: 90% of all dirt in a building comes in on footwear. For this reason,

it is strongly recommended to install and maintain an entrance matting at all

the entrances outdoors.

For daily cleaning: It depends on soiling and the traffic frequency. Stains should always be 

removed as soon as possible in order to avoid penetration

into the floor/wall covering.

For daily maintenance: just wring a wet mop before using. Use clean, warm water. If  you 

have used a cleaning agent, rinse the floor afterwards and leave the surface dry thoroughly. 

Alternatively, use vacuum. Preferably choose rotating brushes, neither beater bar, nor vapor 

cleaner. For periodic cleaning, please get help from a professional cleaning company.

Use cleaning agent only if needed.  

Occasionally you can use acetone, citrus, Pine-Sol, strongly alkaline cleaning agents, scouring 

powder or strong solvents, but using them too often will damage the floor. Please try to use 

cleaning agents with PG value around 7-8. Rinse and mop with at least one additional

clean water rinse after applying detergent, as detergent residue will attract soil if not properly

rinsed.                                                            

WISE Flooring is suitable for castor wheeled chairs! Ensure the chairs have nylon/polyamide 

castors (these are standard in most models) or else an additional protective surface should be 

used between the flooring and the wheels.

Important

WISE patterns are designed to simulate a hand crafted natural material. Subtle variations in colour 

and shading should be anticipated, as these variations are part of the manufacturing process

and add to the richness and beauty of the product. If exact colour is required, please ask

for a cutting from the same stock to avoid differences.

WISE IS FRIENDLY





FABULOUS WALLCOVERING
is a fresh idea that combines our innovative woven vinyl fabric with a non-wooven

50gr/m2 backing designed for perfect, simple and durable applications.

It’s the best alternative to traditional wallpapers or vinyl wallpapers combining

the aesthetic of luxury with a heavy duty, waterproof material. 

Our  stainless woven vinyl wallcovering can be used in rolls of 2m width or rolls

of 1m width and length of 30m indoors, outdoors, in residences or in heavy

commercial applications.

Wise wallcovering has a wide selection of 8 different structures and 33 colours. 

Tailored  to your own design with a minimum order of 1000 m2

per design & color.  

WISE ROLLER-pANEL BLINDS 
are brand new ideas to give perfect and maximum shading to your area by using our 

woven vinyl fabric. Great colour fastness to light, easy to clean, instant installation.

Wise Roller Blinds are the simplest to operate of all window treatments. Maximum 

shading with minimum window obrusion. Unique decelerator mechanism. Electric,

chain or spring/cord operation. 

The unique system of Wise sliding panels provides perfect interior decoration

with elegance and maximum shading. Manual or electric operation. 

All our mechanical and electrical components are supplied by SOmFy 

www.somfy.com and have 5 years warranty. 

Wise roller-panel blinds have a wide selection of 8 different structures and 33 colours

and can be customised by your measurements.
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WISE Up

The

CANVAS 

COLLECTION

is also available 

on wallcovering 

and surface.

Check on 

www.wisefloor.com



- BAGS

- NAPKIN RINGS

- LOUNGE COASTERS

- RAGS

- TABLEMATS

READYMADE OpTIONS

For more info log on our website!

www.wisefloor.com



TurkEy

Florence Nightingale 

Gyms 

Various Shops 

QATAr

Migato showroom and store 

kuWEIT

Caribu Coffee Shops 

Shops in Avenue Mall (phase 3) 

INdIA

NMIMS Institute of Management Studies 

Hilton Hotel 

Atria Hotel 

JAPAN

Apa Hotels 

AuSTrALIA

Migato showroom and store 

mALTA

Marina Restaurants 

Sunroute Hotels

Sunflower Hotel 

Santana Hotel 

HONg kONg

Haagen Dazs 

grEECE

Vodafone Greece HO 

Ianos S.A. Thessaloniki 

Pomegranate Spa Hotel Chalkidiki 

Specifar Pharmaceuticals 

Airotel Athens 

Mytilinaios Group of Companies 

Neptune Hotels Kos 

Lato Boutique Hotel Heraclion Crete 

u.A.E.

Hilton Double Tree,  Ras Al Khaimah 

Cleveland Clinic,  Abu Dhabi 

Various offices and shops

ADSSC Project (Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services 

Company) Abu Dhabi 

AuSTrIA

Fertighotel Project 

mExICO

Hotel Project in Mexico City 

JOrdAN

Bank Project (several branches) 

SINgAPOrE

Swiss Bank Project 

ALSO VArIOuS OFFICES, HOTELS,

SHOPS ANd OTHEr PrOJECTS IN:

France

Czech Republic

Cyprus

Slovenia

Slovakia

Romania

Bulgaria

United Kingdom

Spain

Portugal

Italy

Finland

Colombia

Venezuela

Brazil

Latin America

MAJOR pROJECTS




